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We discuss the theory of infinite-dimensional manifolds from the point of 
view of establishing a widely applicable framework for generalization of the 
finite-dimensional Hodge theory. The principal result is the development 
of an exterior algebra based on a weakened definition of differentiation, so that 
“Cm” partitions of unity are available for paracompact manifolds modelled on 
arbitrary real separable Banach spaces. We prove a PoincarC lemma for our new 
notion of exterior differentiation, and go on to discuss the relationship of the 
exterior derivative with current research efforts toward the definition of an 
infinite-dimensional Laplace-Beltrami operator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This work is principally motivated by a desire to build a framework for 
establishing a version of Sir W. V. D. Hodge’s theorem which would be valid 
for a class of infinite dimensional manifolds. The Hodge theorem [ll] asserts 
that, for a compact oriented finite dimensional Riemannian manifold, each 
deRham cohomology class contains a unique harmonic representative. Thus 
the theorem shows the existence of a fundamental relationship between the 
algebraic-topological structure of a manifold and the differential-analytic 
structure. 
One of the basic requirements for such a theorem is a Laplace-Beltrami 
type operator on p-forms, which is used to generate a symmetric operator 
on a space of “square-integrable” p-forms. Hence we require a theory of 
integration of p-forms on infinite dimensional manifolds. The Laplace-Beltrami 
operator should be generated by symmetrization of the operator d of exterior 
differentiation. That is, if 6 is the operator “adjoint” to d, then the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator should formally look like dS + 6d. The notion of “adjoint” 
requires, again, that we construct a pre-Hilbert setting for a class of p-forms. 
We begin this paper by discussing the structure of infinite dimensional 
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model spaces and in particular the structure of their partitions of unity. In 
order to have “differentiable” partitions of unity we see that we must relax 
the notion of derivative. We will always be able to differentiate with respect 
to a dense Hilbert space H of directions. Accordingly we will model our 
definition of the exterior derivative d upon H-differentiation. This departure 
from the traditional definition will be justified by our proof of the Poincare 
lemma, which shows that our exterior algebra provides a reasonable definition 
of “deRham” cohomology groups valid for a class of C” (k > 1) manifolds 
modelled on an arbitrary real separable Banach space. 
A traditional Riemannian structure is only available for manifolds modelled 
on a Hilbertable space. The Riemannian on a wiemann manifold will generally 
only provide a densely defined inner product on the tangent spaces. Nevertheless 
we will see that this suffices to provide natural pointwise inner products on 
our p-forms. The Brownian motion developed by Kuo [14] for wiemann 
manifolds combines with the pointwise inner products of p-forms to enable 
construction of pre-Hilbert spaces of “L2” p-forms. Within this context the 
definition of 6 as adjoint to d appears extremely promising. 
We will begin by discussing the structure of a Banach space B which could 
serve as the model space for an infinite-dimensional manifold for which a 
Hodge theory might be possible. B should be equipped with a measure suited 
to studying “flows” of zero-forms-i.e. suitable for the study of diffusion 
generated by the Laplace-Beltrami operator on functions. In essence, the 
harmonic representative of a particular deRham cohomology class is obtained 
as the limit at infinite time of the flow applied to any representative of the 
cohomology class [20, 211. 
Even for a real separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, there is no 
suitable means of extending finite-dimensional Lebesgue measure to a Bore1 
measure. In fact, there is no translation invariant measure which assigns finite 
non-zero measure to non-empty closed balls. There is, however, a measure 
available which has proven to be quite useful in the study of some fundamental 
elliptic and parabolic differential equations [lo]. 
On [w”, the family of Gauss measures v,(x, dy) with mean scaled according 
to spatial position x and variance scaled according to time t > 0, constitutes 
the Markov transition function for the Brownian flow. For a Bore1 set r in [w”, 
V&C, r) EZ (2~rt)-~‘2 
s 
e-In-“12/2t dy. 
r 
It is possible to extend these measures to infinite-dimensional spaces in the 
setting of abstract Wiener spaces as defined by Gross [8]. 
An abstract Wiener space is a pair (H, B) consisting of a real separable 
Hilbert space H and a real separable Banach space B. We will let (., .) and 
1 . j denote the inner product and norm on H, and 11 . Ij the norm on B. H is 
continuously and densely embedded in B, so that B is the completion of H 
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with respect to the norm I/ . I/. The B norm is assumed to be measurable-a 
technical requirement which we will now discuss. 
Gauss measure v,(dy) is a finitely additive cylinder set measure on H. (If 
E is an n dimensional subspace of H, r a Bore1 set in E, and P, the orthogonal 
projection of H onto E, then P;‘[I’] is called a cylinder set and v,(P;‘[T]) 
is defined as the n dimensional Gauss measure ~~(0, r) defined by Eq. (l).) 
Whenever H is infinite dimensional v,(d’) fails to be countably additive on 
the ring of cylinder sets [9]. Whenever P, extends to a projection from B 
onto E, we call P;‘[lJ a cylinder set in B, and define vl(P;‘[F]) as the n-dimen- 
sional Gauss measure of the cross section r. The norm occurring in the integrand 
of (1) is always the H norm. Gross [8] p roved that the cylinder set measure 
which we have just constructed on B extends to a countably additive Bore1 
measure p,(dy) on B if the norm /j . I/ is measurable; Dudley et al. [5] proved 
that the converse is true. The definition of measurability is: 
Given E > 0 there is a finite-dimensional projection P, on H 
such that for each finite-dimensional projection P orthogonal to P,, , 
vl({x E H: /I Px II > c}) < E. 
For H finite dimensional, every continuous norm // . /I is measurable; for H 
infinite dimensional, we see that a measurable norm must be strictly weaker 
than 1 . /. 
To recap, an abstract Wiener space is a pair (H, B) where B is the com- 
pletion of the real separable Hilbert space H with respect to a measurable 
norm 11 . 11. Gauss cylinder set measure v,(dy) on H generates a Bore1 measure 
p,(dy) on B, called Wiener measure. For t > 0 we let p,(dy) be the Bore1 
measure on B generated by v,(dy) on H, and for x E B and r Borel, we define 
pt(x, J’) = p,(r - x). The family of Wiener measures pt(x, dy) constitutes 
the Markov transition function for the Brownian motion process over B [IO]. 
The origin of the terminology “abstract Wiener space” lies in the following 
example. Let Hw be the Hilbert space of absolutely continuous functions f 
on [0, I] which vanish at zero and which have square integrable derivatives. 
If fi(t) = ji z+(s) ds, then the inner product in H, is 
If Bw is the completion of H, with respect to the sup norm llfllrn , then B, 
consists of the continuous functions on [0, l] which vanish at the origin. B, 
is the classical Wiener space, and p,(dy) is Wiener’s measure on B, [8, 161. 
If A is a positive definite Hilbert-Schmidt class operator on H, then 
(1 x II =z I Ax j is a measurable norm and the corresponding B has a Hilbert 
space structure. Conversely, whenever B is Hilbert and (H, B) is an abstract 
Wiener space, then the B norm is of the form just described. 
Any real separable Banach space may be obtained as the “B” of an abstract 
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Wiener space [8]. The corresponding “H’s” are by no means uniquely deter- 
mined. However, if we start with a distinguished Gaussian mean zero probability 
measure p supported on R, then Kuelbs [12] has shown that the directions 
in which p translates to an equivalent measure form a Hilbert space H in B, 
and that p may be identified with the Wiener measure p, generated by the 
canonical isonormal distribution on H. 
We now turn to a discussion of differentiation on an abstract Wiener space. 
For a Banach space, the existence of a “smooth” partition of unity is generally 
equivalent to the existence of an equally smooth function with bounded non- 
empty support [I]. It is well-known that for many Banach spaces once con- 
tinuously differentiable partitions of unity are non-existent. The support space 
Bw E C,(O, 1) of the classical Wiener measure is such a space. On the other 
hand, for a separable Hilbert space, the co-differentiability of the square of 
the Hilbert norm guarantees the existence of an infinitely differentiable partition 
of unity. 
For an abstract Wiener space (H, B) there is available a less restrictive 
definition of differentiation, which provides us with usefully smooth partitions 
of unity. Let f be a function defined on an open subset 0 of B and taking values 
in some Banach space W. For fixed x E 6, let g(h) :: f(x + h) be defined for 
all h in H such that x + h E 0. Then g is defined on an open neighborhood 
of the origin of H. f is called H-differentiable at x if g is FrCchet differentiable 
at the origin. Then g’(0) is a continuous linear map of H to W (is in Z(H, W)) 
and we define the H-derivative off at x by Of(x) = g’(0). f is called H-C1 
on 0 if 
(a-i) f is H-differentiable at each x E 0 
(a-ii) f is continuous from 6 to W 
(a-iii) the map x -+ Of(x) from 0 to 9(H, W) is continuous. 
f is called H-C2 if f and Df are H-Cl, where Df is viewed as taking values 
in S(H, W). H-C” and H-F are defined inductively. 
Note that (a-i) alone does not require that f be continuous at X. Thus the 
H-C1 conditions require that f be pointwise differentiable in the directions 
of H, with the function and derivative values knit together so as to be con- 
tinuous on 9. Assuming smoothness in directions of H does not even imply 
measurability on B, as the following lemma shows. 
LEMMA 1. Assume the continuum hypothesis. If H is not Jinite dimensional, 
then there exists a non Bore1 measurable infinitely H-dzyeretatiable real-valued 
function dejked on B. 
Proof. Step 1. We show that the set of all Bore1 subsets of B is of car- 
dinality 2H~. Since B is separable, we have a countable base for the topology, 
consisting of open sets. Since any open set is a countable union of basic open 
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sets, the set of all open sets is of cardinality 2Ro. Hence the set of all open or 
closed sets is also of cardinality 2”o. (Corollary: / B 1 = 2”o.) 
The proof proceeds by transfinite induction up to the first uncountable 
ordinal. We start with the set Sp, of all open or closed sets. For a countable 
ordinal 01, let YU be the set of all sets which are either countable unions or 
countable intersections of elements in {(JBco! YD}. (JE<K1 Ya is precisely the set 
of all Bore1 subsets of B. We base our observation that each YE as well as 
U ir<K, yl is of cardinal&y 2 xo on the following basic fact concerning cardinals 
(assuming the continuum hypothesis), which may be found in Sierpinski [28]. 
2 < N, < c, yet 2”O = $Q = cue. 
Step 2. B/H, the set of all H cosets of B, is uncountable. For any x in B, 
?+ H has p, outer measure zero [8]. If B/H were countable, then B would 
have p, outer measure zero-which is impossible since p,(B) = 1. 
Step 3. Let S consist of exactly one element from each H coset of B. 
Then there exists S, C S such that S, is not Bore1 measurable. For, the set 
of all subsets of S has cardinality 21sI, which must be strictly greater than 1 S I. 
Hence 21sl > 2’0, and Step 1 gives the desired conclusion. 
Step 4. Construction of j Let S,, be a non-measurable subset of B con- 
sisting of no more than one point from each H coset of B. For x E S, , define 
f on x + H by 
f(x + h) = e+l*. 
On each H coset having no representative in S, , define f to be identically zero. 
f is well-defined on all of B. f is infinitely H-differentiable on B since for 
each x E B, g(h) = f (x + h) (for h E H) is obviously infinitely differentiable 
on H. .f fails to be Bore1 measurable since f -l{l} = S, . 1 
For a bounded measurable real-valued function f on B, we define 
P,f (x) = J-,f (x + Y> PtWY) XEB, t > 0. 
Goodman [6] has shown that functions of the form ptf, where f is assumed 
bounded and uniformly Lip-l on B, suffice to generate partitions of unity 
on B. In [24] detailed smoothness estimates are proved for H-derivatives 
of all orders of functions p,f. As a consequence of the estimates, it is established 
in [24] that given any open cover of B there exists a partition of unity sub- 
ordinate to the cover consisting of functions g possessing the following 
properties: 
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(b-i) g is H-C=, Dng(x) t k a es values in the symmetric n-fold tensor 
product @A H of H. Each D”g(x) is H-differentiable as a 0: H-valued function. 
(b-ii) Dng is continuous as a function from B to 0; H. 
(b-iii) The H-derivative of D”g at each x extends to a bounded linear 
map of B to 0: H. 
(b-iv) Dng has directional derivatives in all directions of B. 
In order to prove a Poincart lemma, we will need the following additional 
property. 
LEMMA 2. For f bounded and uniformly Lip-l on B, and for k an H-Coo 
mappi% of an open subset of B to B, the mapping 
x + F(x) = (Wh %f (4) 
where (., .) is the B - B* pairing, is H-Cm. Consequently, the functions g which 
form a partition of unity for B may also be assumed to satisfy 
(b-v) x ---f (k(x), Dg(x)) is H-Cm, for each k as abowe. 
Proof. p,f satisfies properties (b-i)-(b-iv). In particular, (b-iii) implies that 
Dp,f (x) E B*, and so F is well-defined. It is shown in Lemma 2.5 of [22] that 
the map 
(Ys 4 + (Y> DPtf (a (2) 
is uniformly continuous on S x B for any bounded subset S of B. Thus con- 
tinuity of F is assured. We will show that for h E H 
(3) 
The right side of (3) makes sense by virtue of (b-iii). In writing formulas for 
higher order derivatives of F, we use the symmetry of Dnptf(x) and the 
extendibility property (b-iii) to justify placing any linear variable which is B 
rather than H valued as the first variable acted on by a derivativezof p,f. For 
example, if 4 , h, E H 
P2Wl(h, 3 4 = [(D3ptf (x)) Wl(h, > h2) 
+ [(Dptf (~NPW~Jlh 
+ WYtf CNWWl~ 
+ <P2W))(h, 9 h), D~,f(x)) 
and higher order formulas are similarly written. 
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For h E H, the triangle inequality gives 
I<& + h), DP,.w + 4) - (W, DPtfW 
- CPP,fW WP - @Wk m%fW 
< l(k(x + h) - @), DP,f@ + f-9 - Dp,f(xDl 
+ I(@ + 4 - 44 - DWh> DPtfWl 
+ I<44 DP,f@ + 4 - DPtfW - [P2Ptf(4 Wlh I 
= (4 + (b) + (4, say. 
We fix x. Note that for all / h / sufficiently small, jl k(x + h) - k(x)llB < 
2 II DK(x)II~(~,~) 1 h jH . Thus by the uniform continuity of the map (2), (u) is 
o(I h I) for I h I near zero. (6) is o(I h I) since Dp,f(x) E B*. For h, j E H, 
I PPtf w, A I = I PPtf w, 41 
< constant 1 II i IIs . I h Iu 
and so also D&f(x) E 9(H, B*). We use Taylor’s formula to write 
By Proposition 10 of [24], 11 Dnp,f(x)hn-r IJB* < 1 h I:-’ times a constant which 
is independent of x in B. It follows that (c) is o(l h I). It is straightforward 
to show that DF is continuous on B. Verification of higher order differentiability 
proceeds as above. 
In view of the construction of a partition of unity described in [6, 241 from 
functions p,f the assumption (b-v) is justified. i 
In order to have a theory of integration on a manifold, modelled after p, 
on B, we must discuss the effect on p, of a local change of coordinates. The 
Jacobi theory for p, was initially studied by Cameron and Martin [2, 3, 41 
and successively broadened by Gross [7], Kuo [ 131, and Ramer [26], among 
others. We will refer principally to Ramer’s formulation. 
Let 0 be an open subset of B. If T: 0 + B is a continuous (nonlinear) 
mapping of the form I, + K satisfying 
(c-i) T is a homeomorphism of 0 onto an open subset of B, 
(c-ii) K[O] C H, and the resulting map K: Cn ---f H is continuous, 
(c-iii) Kis H-P; DK(x) E &, H (i.e. is Hilbert-Schmidt), DK: 0 -+ o2 H 
is continuous, and 1H + DK(x) is invertible in LZ’(H, H), 
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then pt and p, 0 T are mutually absolutely continuous as measures on 6’. The 
Radon-Nikodym derivative JTt z d(p, 0 T)/d$, is given a.e. by 
JTt(x) = / G(DT(x))/ exp [-(“f (Kx, x) - tr Dk’(X)“! - 1 1 KX 12]. 
6 denotes the Carleman-Fredholm determinant, 
S(DT(x)) = n (1 + hi) em-hi, 
i=l 
where the XI’s are the eigenvalues of DK(x) counted according to their multi- 
plicities. “(l/t){& x) - tr D&L(x)” is locally the La(p,) limit of 
q(x) = (P,Kx, x) - tr(P@K(x)) 
where Pi is the projection onto the span of the first i elements of any orthonormal 
basis {ei> of H consisting of elements in B *. This limit is independent of the 
choice of basis {ei}. If K[O] C B* and if DK( x is always a trace class operator ) 
on H, then the formula for JTt(z) becomes a.e. 
Jrt(x) = j det(DT(x))I exp [- f (Kx, x) - k 1 KX i2]. 
2. WIEMANN MANIFOLDS 
Having discussed the differential structure and integration theory for the 
model space, we will now turn to a description of Riemannian-Wiener 
(“wiemann”) manifolds modelled on (H, B). Such manifolds were introduced 
and studied by Kuo [13], and further structural refinements were made by 
Ramer [25]. 
A wiemann manifold consists of a CL (k 3 1) differentiable manifold %‘” 
modelled on B, which is paracompact and equipped with the following extra 
structures: 
(d-i) an admissible atlas Q 
(d-ii) a Wiener structure 7 and a Riemannian-like structure g, that is, 
a wiemann structure (7, g). 
Each of csd, Q-, g we will discuss in detail. The admissible atlas enables us 
to take a measure/integration theory modelled on p, up to YY. The Wiener 
structure norms the tangent spaces compatibly with the B norm. The 
Riemannian-like structure gives a densely defined inner product structure 
to the tangent spaces. fl, 7, g combine to give an abstract Wiener structure 
compatible with that of (H, B) to the tangent spaces. 
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A transformation T from an open subset of B onto an open subset of B 
is called admissible if T satisfies the hypotheses (c-i)-(c-iii) of the Jacobi 
theory. Now it is almost certain that the hypotheses of the Jacobi theory can 
be weakened, with a consequent weakening of the definition of admissibility. 
Regardless of the definition of admissibility that may be preferred in the future, 
we will require a lemma analogous to the following one in order to ensure 
that the class of admissible transformations is rich enough to provide an atlas 
for YY. 
LEMhlA 3. The class of admissible transformations is closed under inverses and 
under composition. 
Proof. Assume T is admissible. We calculate 
T-1 - IB = (I - T)‘j”-1 = --T-l, 
(DT-l)(x) = [DT(T-~x)]-~ 
= [IH + DK(T-~x)]-~, 
D(T-l - Is)(x) = [IH + DK(T-Lv)]-~[DK(T-%)]. 
From these identities, we read off the information that T-l is admissible. 
Now assume Ti = 1s + Kg (i = 1,2) are admissible. Then 
and 
WY 0 T,)(x) = JQT,(T&)) 0 DT&) 
= I+ DK,(x) + D&(x + K,(x)) 0 D(I + K,)(x). 
From these identities, we see that TI o T, is admissible. i 
An admissible atlas GZ is defined to be a maximal atlas for %‘- (i.e. a subatlas 
of the manifold structure) for which the transition functions are admissible. 
An admissible atlas O? enables us to foliate Y9” into a disjoint union of dense 
(in #‘-) Ck manifolds modelled on H; modelling the decomposition of B into 
H-cosets. We have a local equivalence relation: given (U, 9) E CY, for X, y E U, 
x wrny if v(x) - v(y) E H. These local equivalence relations are G&compatible: 
if X, y E U n I’ with (I’, $) E QZ, then x wg, y iff x N$ y. Since YY is connected, 
the local equivalence relations induce a global equivalence relation, -H , say, 
whose equivalence classes we call the H-leaves of YY. For given x E Y/“, the 
H-leaf to which x belongs is denoted wH(x). The restriction of GZ to wH(x) 
is an atlas for Y%‘-~(x) modelled on a fixed H-coset of B. If (U, VP) E C!! and 
v(x) = b, then subtracting b from all the coordinate functions in GZ provides 
a CL H-manifold structure for %‘&(x). 
A Banach space valued function f, defined on an open subset U of YY, is 
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H-differentiable at x E U if for each chart (I’, p’) about X, fo v-l is H-dif- 
ferentiable at v(x). This is clearly equivalent to the requirement that for each 
chart (IV, #) of wH(x), with x E W, we have f o #-l H-differentiable. Similarly 
we may define higher order H-derivatives up to order K. f is called H-C* 
(for p < k) if for each chart (V, v) of V, f o v-1 is H-F on y[V]. We can 
define B-continuous H-differentiability of all orders provided we have available 
a maximal subatlas for Y%‘” whose transition functions are H-F. It will appear 
later to be convenient to assume simply that all the transition functions are 
Ck n (H-f?). 
Provided that we have a maximal subatlas of H-Cc0 functions, the assumption 
of paracompactness of %‘” enables us to construct an H-f? partition of unity 
on YZV, in the standard fashion. 
A Wiener structure is a continuous assignment of a norm 7 to each tangent 
space &(%‘J such that for each x E w there exists a chart (U, y) at x with 
for all y in U and u in YV(#‘). c is a constant independent of y. 7 makes ?Y” 
into a Finsler manifold. 
Since YY” is assumed to be at least Cl, we have the existence of the usual 
tangent bundle .Y(%‘J = uz.*r Y/(w). We will usually omit writing 7Y for 
notational simplicity. The admissible atlas provides considerable additional 
structure on 7 [13]. For x in %‘” and (U, IJJ) an admissible chart at x, we set 
YXzm = v;l[H]. If (I’, 4) is another admissible chart at X, then TX%* = 
.Y#zq. The equality here means that the point sets coincide and have the same 
Hilbert structure inherited from H. We define YXz to be the Hilbertable 
vector space Y$$Q. YHz is a dense subspace of & . 
Let us set r&? (=YX(%K)) = ur6%? Y&?! . We will view Y2@ as a C-l 
H-vector bundle over w by choosing for a generic chart the restriction to 
UrEUYXV of a chart for Y-(w) in d uced by an admissible chart (U, 9’) for w. 
The H-foliation of the base manifold ?Y induces a corresponding foliation 
of Y&($4’). Namely, if (U, p) E 02 is an admissible chart at x EYV, then 
(U n wH(x), v - p)(x)) is a generic chart of the Ck H-manifold YYM(x), and 
we see that the induced chart on the tangent space of wH(,) is just the restriction 
to (JVsu,,w,(z) YJ’K? of the chart for Y& naturally induced by (U, p)). Thus 
7X(@‘) is foliated into the union of the tangent bundles of the leaves VH(x) 
OfW. 
Since Y&‘(%‘) is a Hilbert bundle over -tY, we may define a Riemannian- 
like structure g for ?ly- after the manner of Lang [18]. Let X be the contravariant 
functor in the category of Hilbertable spaces Hi which assigns to Hi the space 
h(H,) = PS2(HJ of symmetric continuous bilinear forms on Hf, and to a 
morphism f: Hi + Hj the morphism h(f): YS2(Hj) -+ gS2(Hi) acting on an 
S E PzS(Hj) by X(f) S(h, k) = S(f(h), f (K)). Applying h to the bundle TX(w), 
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we obtain an 9$“(H) vector bundle over YF. We denote this Ck-l bundle by 
dp,S(.F&‘). The subset of SS2(Hi) consisting of positive definite forms (i.e. 
forms for which any corresponding operator is positive and bounded away 
from zero) is known as the Riemannian of Hi and is denoted &I’i(HJ. A 
Riemannian-like structure for #‘- is defined to be a smooth section g of Pz(Y&‘) 
whose image lies in G%(FA?J for each x E YY. 
Now we see that each x E ?V has a neighborhood U over which the tangent 
bundle admits a trivialization of the form U crossed with the abstract Wiener 
space (H, B). In this context, i.e. for the interpretation of trivialization, an 
isomorphism of abstract Wiener spaces (Hi , BJ is understood to be an 
isomorphism of Bi with B, whose restriction to Hi gives an isomorphism of Hi 
with Hj . The assignment of the abstract Wiener structure of .YJ%‘J is a con- 
tinuous function of x and is compatible with (H, B). 
Henceforth we will require that the transition functions of the maximal admissible 
atlas GY be Ck n (H-P), k > 1. 
The H-tangent bundle F&‘(#‘) is modelled on B x H. The transition 
functions for this bundle are of the form 
and so are linear on the second factor, and Ck-r n (H-Cm) on the first factor. 
We will generally say that a vector bundle over YY is as smooth as the action 
of the transition functions on their first coordinate-and so we say that Fti(%‘) 
has the structure of a Ck-l n (H-P) manifold. 
A smooth H-vector Jield 6 over +F is defined to be a Ck-l n (H-C*) cross 
section of FY(%‘). Locally, then, if U is an open subset of ?Y over which 
Y&’ admits a trivialization U x H, 5 is completely determined by its projection 
onto the second factor, H, of U x H. In such a trivializing representation 
the projection of E on H is known as the principal part of ..$, and is a Ck-l n 
(H-P) morphism v: U + H. 6 is said to be represented by v on U. 
3. THE EXTERIOR ALGEBRA 
Our definition of r-forms and their smoothness requirements will be motivated 
by the following considerations. 
(e-i) A function f which is to be a O-form should have a differential 
which generates a l-form. 
(e-ii) In order to consider local definitions of differential operators on 
forms, we desire a partition of unity consisting of O-forms. 
(e-iii) There should be a smooth “inner product” structure on r-forms 
generated by the Riemannian- like structure for ?Y’-, and giving rise to a definition 
of La r-form. 
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Thus, in order to include situations where the model space B fails to have 
continuously differentiable partitions of unity, the operation of exterior 
differentiation should be modelled on the operation of H-differentiation. (In 
his thesis [25], Ramer discussed differential forms. His forms do not meet 
considerations (e-ii) or (e-iii) and hence differ considerably from the forms 
we will define.) 
The usual definition of r-form over a manifold modelled on a Banach space 
Bi is as follows. Let /4 be the contravariant functor in the category of Banach 
spaces which assigns to Bi the space .Yo’(Bi) of r-linear alternating functionals 
on Bi , and assigns to a morphism f: Bi -+ Bj the morphism h(f): Zflr(Bj) -+ 
ga’(Bi) which acts on T E gar(Bi) via 
Nf)W, ,...> b,) = T(f(U-.>f(W 
Applying X to the bundle Y(w), we obtain the bundle garY(V). A differential 
r-form is then defined to be a “suitably” smooth cross section of Parr(w). 
Consider, however, a partition of unity g for B. In general, all we can assert 
regarding the local smoothness of a member p of 9’ is that p is as locally smooth 
as members of the collection { p,f} where f may be assumed uniformly bounded 
and Lip-l on B [24]. Although it is known that D(p,f)(x) E B* for such f, 
it is not generally true that x + I] &f(x)l]s* is continuous. So, the usual 
definition of a differential l-form appears too restrictive for wiemann manifolds. 
Before defining r-forms, we need a short discussion of tensor products 
of Hilbert spaces (see, e.g. Reed-Simon [27, Sect. 2.41). Let Hi (z’ = 1, 2) 
be real separable Hilbert spaces with corresponding inner products (., .)i. 
For hi E Hi , we define hr @ h, to be the bilinear form on Hi x H, given by 
The inner product (. , .)1o2 is defined on all finite linear combinations of elements 
of the form h, @ ha by 
and extending by linearity. The completion of the space of finite linear com- 
binations of the h, @ h, with respect to (. , .)ro2 is called the Hilbert tensor 
product H1 @ Hz of HI and Hz . It is easily shown that (HI @ H,) @ H3 is 
Hilbert space isomorphic with HI @ (H, @ HJ; and so HI @Hz @ H3 is 
unambiguously defined. We let 0, H denote the n-fold Hilbert tensor product 
of our basic space H. Let 8, be the permutation group on tt elements and {e,} 
be an orthonormal basis of H. For each u EP’, define 
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Let l (.) be the “sign” function from gin to (1, -l} which is 1 on even permuta- 
tions and -1 on odd permutations. The alternating projection G& is defined by 
on elements of the form ek, @ ... @ ek , and extended by linearity and con- 
tinuity to an orthogonal projection on “0, H. The range of 6Y,, is called the 
n-fold antisymmetric or alternating Hilbert tensor product of H, and will 
be denoted by 0: H. Whenever H is infinite dimensional, 0:: H is a proper 
dense subspace of the alternating continuous r-linear functionals on H. For 
n = 2, 0: H is isomorphic to the space of antisymmetric Hilbert-Schmidt 
class operators on H, with Hilbert-Schmidt inner product (this isomorphism 
is not an isometry). 
Let h be the contravariant functor in the category of Hilbert spaces which 
assigns to Hi the Hilbert space 0: Hi , and assigns to a morphismf: Hi --f Hi 
the morphism h(f): 0: Hj + 0: Hi given by 
‘ Pwwl 3.e.) 4J = T(fWYV fvo> 
where hr ,..., h, E Hi and an element T of 0: Hi is identified with an n-linear 
functional on Hj . Applying h to the bundle Y*(w), we obtain the Hilbert 
bundle 0: Ys(?V), or simply 0:: 9-H. Since g(x) defines an inner product 
on TX=, 0, g(x) defines an inner product on 0, YXz and thence on 
0: Y,& . It is obvious that 0, g is a smooth section of gs2( 0: YZ), whose 
image lies in 9%( 0: Ysz) for each x E w. That is, 0, g provides a “smooth” 
inner product structure on the bundle 0: Y&‘. 
We define an r-form w to be an H-Cm cross section of @“, 9-2 such that 
(f-i) for each x EYY there exists an admissible chart (77, v) at x such 
that the principal part w of w relative to (U, v) satisfies 
Ww~-~)(dxN E 0 H vn = 1, 2,... . (4) 
r+n 
(f-ii) w(x) extends to an element of 9(B) (i.e. the continuous r-linear 
functionals on B) so that for each r-tuple kr ,..., k, of H-Cm mappings of v[Ul 
to B, 
Y + (wP-‘(Y>Pl(Y>Y~~~ %2(Y)) 
is H-P on v[U]. 
(f-iii) Q$.+,[D(wp)-l)(p)(x))] (i.e. the alternating part of the H-derivative 
of w) satisfies (f-ii) with r replaced by r + 1. 
Since @,+, H is an ideal in the algebra LP+n(H) we immediately see that 
(4) will hold for any admissible chart at x. Also (f-ii) and (f-iii) will hold for 
any admissible chart. Properties (f-i)-(f-iii) impose additional summability 
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on w and on its derivatives, since for a general H-Cm cross section of 0: H 
we normally know only that D”(wv-l)(v(x)) is a continuous n-linear mapping 
of H to 0: H. Notice that we do not require an r-form to be a smooth cross 
section in the “usual” G-l n (H-C”) sense of smoothness-for if K > 1, 
then for arbitrary B we could not simultaneously satisfy our motivational 
considerations (e-i) and (e-ii). Assumption (f-i) is necessary for the definition 
of the exterior derivative to be given in Proposition 6. Properties (f-ii) and 
(f-iii) are crucial in the proof of the PoincarC lemma. 
Motivational consideration (e-ii) is satisfied as a consequence of the existence 
of a partition of unity on arbitrary B with the properties (b-i)-(b-v) enumerated 
in Section 1. 
Let E be an H-F cross section of F%‘. Let 0 be an H-Cm mapping of an 
open subset U of %‘- to the real line. Then the H-derivative map 
L&e: 9-q U) + .9gP) 5% w 
is a continuous linear map. The function 48 defined on U by 
kwx) = WV) E(x) cd 
is also H-Coo. A simple application of the Hahn-Banach theorem implies 
that two H-C” cross sections 4, 7 of .F&’ are identical over U if and only if 
@ = 70 for all H-Cm maps 8: U + lR1. 
We now proceed to define the bracket of [ and 7. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let 5 and 71 be two H-Coo CYOSS sections of F&‘. Then there 
exists a unique H-C” cross section [t, ~1 of F&’ such that for each H-C* mapping 0 
of an open subset U of W to W, 
[5,71e = w4 - 77634. (6) 
Proof. Let (U, p’) be a member of the admissible atlas G! and let x E U. 
Let v, w be the principal parts of 5 and 7 respectively over U. So v and w are 
H-C” mappings of U to H. We define the principal part [v, w] of [f, 71 by 
rv, WI@4 = P(~9m?J(4)1 VW - ww1>b(4)l 44. (7) 
It is obvious now that formula (7) defines an H-Cm cross section of F&‘. 
Symbolically, we may write 
KY 71 = [WE - Pfh (8) 
It remains for us to check that [f, ~1 as defined by (7) satisfies identity (5). 
Now 
[E, 17144 = ~ww~ d(x), (9) 
and the principal part of the right side of (9) relative to (U, 9) is 
wv~-wwi(k4 4w. (10) 
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On the other hand, 
But ~“(e~-%44) is a symmetric operator on H. Hence the first and third 
terms of the last expression cancel, leaving 
wb-wwl twe)b+4) ~(4 - w9+)c~ca 441 
= w-+-~)bd~))i(k5 WI(~) 
= (IO), as was required to prove. m 
COROLLARY 5. The bracket [E, 71 is b&near, [[, 71 = -[T, 61, and we have 
Jacobi’s identity 
[I, rrl, 511 + h, K fll + K, [E, 711 = 0. (12) 
Proof. The first two assertions are obvious, while the third is proved by 
applying the left of (12) to an arbitrary H-Cm function 0: U --f W, and observing 
that all the terms cancel out. 1 
Since oT 9-2 inherits a Riemannian 0, g from 9#, we see that an r-form 
w is uniquely determined by its action on all H-Coo cross sections of 0,. 5-X’ of 
the form 5, @ ,$r @ .a. @ &-, , that is, by the pairings (w, & @ **. @ &(x) = 
(W(X), f,,(x) @ *.. @ ~T--l(~))o+. where each ei is an H-C” cross section 
of Jrti. 
PROPOSITION 6. Given an r-form w, there exists a unique Y + l-form dw 
on T such that for all H-F CYOSS sectiolts & of 9-Z we have 
580/28/3-z 
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Proof. Since (13) is a global formula, we need only verify that its local 
expression defines the principal part of an Y -+ l-form. We observe from the 
definitions (5), (7) of @ and of the bracket operation that the right side of (13) 
involves only H-differentiation. Hence we will be able to say that d is modelled 
upon H-differentiation. 
Let (U, F) be an admissible chart at X. We define theprincipalpart dw of dw by 
where w is the principal part of w and GY+r is the alternating projection on 
@.+l H. dw(x) is obviously in @F+1 H and satisfies (f-ii). The satisfaction 
of (f-iii) will be noted as Corollary 7. We note here that if in the definition 
of r-form we had not imposed the condition that w satisfy Eq. (4), then (14) 
would not necessarily be even in &,., H. It remains for us to show that over 
(U, q) Eq. (13) specifies the action of the dw(x) defined by (14). 
Let zli be the principal part of Ei , and write the right side of Eq. (13) as 
(u) + (b). Then 
(a) = i (- l>i D[(w(x), TJa(X) @ *** @ 6&) @ .** @ V,(X))] o&), 
60 
where the inner product is that of 0, H. Expanding the derivative, we obtain 
@ e,(x) @ ... @ v,(x)) 
jth place 
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so that 
(&J(X), Q(X) @ a+. @ v~(x)) = (u) + (b), as required. 1 
COROLLARY 7. d(dw) = 0. 
Proof. This is a direct calculation from the local formula (14), using the 
fact that the second H-derivative of an H-C2 function at a point is always a 
symmetric bilinear function on H. 
There is a natural multiplication between 0: H and 0: H defined by 
for w E 0; H and v E 0: H. Some immediate properties of this wedge product 
are 
(g-i) (w, v) ---f w A w is bilinear. 
(g-ii) A is associative. This is a consequence of the identity 
K+,(w 0 4 = K+,(w 0 w = flT+s(Kw 0 4 
forwE@,HandvE@,H[19]. 
(g-iii) If wi E @f H then 
Wi A Wj A Wk = (i ;j,;,“)! &+j+k(Wi @ Wj @ Wk). 
. . . 
(g-iv) VAW=(-~)~~WAV for w~@Hand VE@TH. 
The wedge product extends to differential forms on ?‘Y if we view it as giving 
the value for w A 4 at a point x where w and $ are differential forms of degree r 
and s respectively. That is, if w and e, are the principal parts of w and # over 
an admissible chart (U, p’) at X, then the principal part of w A # is 
(W A V)(X) = (’ 3 “) %+,(W(X> 8 +)). 
We have the following “product rule” for d: 
(16) 
COROLLARY 8. d(w A 4) = dw A 4 + (-1)‘~ A d#. 
Proof. For h E H we have 
P(~r+&44 0 44P = ~~,@(44 0 44)hl- 
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Thus we calculate the local formula 
On the other hand 
and 
[w * @w4 = (‘y ‘j 6 + 1) ~T+s+lw) 0 Pvl) &a 
= (r + s + 1) q K+s+r[W 0 (DWl) 441, . . 
completing the proof of the corollary. 1 
We have established a graded algebra of differential forms. As is customary, 
an r-form w is closed if & = 0, and is exact if there exists an r - l-form # 
such that w = d#. By Corollary 7, every exact form is closed. So, we can define 
the rth cohomology group H’ of W as the space of closed r-forms modulo 
the exact r-forms. When W is modelled on a finite dimensional space B, we 
remark that Hr is exactly the usual deRham cohomology group, since our 
definition of r-form coincides with the usual definition in finite dimensions. 
In order to justify a cohomology theory based on the d operation, it is extremely 
important that d satisfy a Poincare lemma-namely that, locally, each closed 
form of degree 21 is exact. Since this is a local assertion, we phrase it as 
PROPOSITION 9 (the Poincare lemma). Let U be an open ball in B, viewed 
trivially as a wiemann manifold. Let w be a da.erential form of degree r 3 1 
on U such that dw = 0. Then there exists a diferential form 4 on U such that 
dJr = w. 
Proof. As is usual, we will construct a linear map L from the r-forms to 
the r - l-forms so that 
dL f Ld = identity. (17) 
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Without loss of generality, we assume U is centered at 0, and we will deal 
only with principal parts. L is defined by 
Gw(x),O =Jo1 t’-l(w(tx), (x, d)) dt (18) 
for all do @r-1 H. In order to see that the integrand of (18) is well-defined, 
we require the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 10. If K is any real separable Hilbert space, and A E Z(B, K) then the 
restriction of A to H defines a continuous injection 6p(B, K) 4 H @ K. 
Proof. We use the following two well-known facts. First, if C E S(B, B*) 
then the restriction C IH of C to H is a trace class operator on H. (This result 
is due to V. Goodman; a proof can be found in [16, p. 831.) Second, if 
C E 9(H, K), then C E H @ K iff C*C is a trace class operator on H. It is 
easily seen that (A II,)* has range in B* and that \/(A IH)* jlpk,B*) < 
II A IIsQ.~) . Thus (A IH)*A E -W% B*) and so [(A Id*4 IH = (A h)*(A IHI 
is a trace class operator. Thus A jH E H @ K, and the continuity of the mapping 
A -+ A lH is assured by the closed graph theorem. 1 
LEMMA 11. If A E 2F(B), then the restriction of A to X, H de$nes a con- 
tinuous injection 2?(B) C, 0, H. 
Proof. The assertion is trivially true for n = 1 and is true for n = 2 since 
2T2(B) = 9(B, B*). N ow we assume the assertion is true for n = k. Using 
the closed graph theorem to verify the continuity of the following restriction 
mappings, we obtain 
mF+l(B) = aY(B, c!F(B)) 4 3 (B, F H) 4 H @ (F H) = kTl H. 
The lemma follows by induction. 1 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 9, and recalling that w(h) E S(B), 
we see from Lemma 11 that (w(k), (x, e)) is well-defined for each /E @r-i H 
and is continuous in t and x. Hence (Lw(x), e> is well-defined. Moreover 
Lw(x) satisfies properties (f-i) and (f-ii). The satisfaction of property (f-iii) 
will be apparent from the following calculation of dLw. For w1 ,..., v)l. E H, 
<dLw(x), vu1 x a** x u,) 
= r(CzJqLw)(x), q x *** x v,) 
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== g (-1)itl /-l pyw(fx), Fi x .z‘l >< . . . x ii j< . . . 
‘0 
T i (-v+' j' tr(Dw(tx)z+ ) x x v1 x .'. x 6, x 
0 
=s 
1 
r+(w(tx), v1 x ... x e,) dt 
0 
+ jol t~(Dw(tx)x, VI x ... x zlr) dt 
-1 
1 
tr(u + I)(CTT+lDw(tx), x x vl x -.a x zqr) dt. 
0 
. . . x ,P,) dt 
z’,.,> dt 
For x E H n U, (d/dt) t’w(tx) = rtr-lw(tx) + tVDw(tx)x and so, for x E H 
s 
1 
rPl(w(tx), Vl x *** x v,) dt + f1 t~(Dw(tx)x, vl x .-a x vr) dt 
0 ‘0 
=s 
o1 1 (t’w(tx), v1 x ... x a,) dt 
= (w(x), Vl x *** x v,). 
H n U is dense in U, and both the left and right sides of Eq. (19) are con- 
tinuous functions of x on U. Thus, 
<dLw(x), q x *.+ x vr) 
= (w(x), vl x ... x v,) - 
s 
’ t’(dw(tx), x x vl x *a* x a,) dt. (20) 
0 
Since w satisfies (f-ii) and (f-iii), it follows now that Lw satisfies (f-iii). 
The Proposition follows from Eq. (20). So also does the identity (17), since 
(Ldw(x), v1 x .a. x v,.) = 1’ t’(dw(tx), x x zll x ..a x v,) dt. 1 
0 
COROLLARY 12. The conclusion of Proposition 9 holds if U is replaced by a 
star shaped open set in B. 
COROLLARY 13. If U is a star shaped open set in B, H’(U) = 0 for all r > 1. 
4. THE LAPLACE-BELTRAMI OPERATOR 
In this section we will briefly discuss the potential exhibited by the operation d 
to provide in the future a self-adjoint Laplace-Beltrami operator on r-forms. 
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When .S is an n-dimensional Cm orientable Riemann manifold the self- 
adjoint version d of the Laplace-Beltrami operator is obtained as follows. 
Let &“r denote the space of Cm differential r-forms which vanish outside 
compact subsets of a. %“, is given a pre-Hilbert structure by (01, /3) = & c+* 
where p* is the adjoint form of j3. If da and 601 are the exterior differential 
and codifferential of LY, then for (Y E J& (7 2 1) we have (da, ,fI) = (CU, 8,8). 
A is defined on Z’r by Aa = d& + 6da for r 3 1, and by Aol = 6da for r = 0. 
A is symmetric and non-negative definite. d” is then defined to be the Friedrich’s 
extension of A. 
Now let us look at the case when “#J’- is the model space B. We distinguish 
the volume element or measure p,(dy) on B. We will exhibit a second order 
differential operator L such that for a large set of zero forms f and for a set 
of zero forms g dense in L2(p,), 
Noting that for zero forms, df = Df, we phrase our proposition as 
PROPOSITION 14. Let f and g be O-forms on B such that f, 1 Df(*)IH and 
( D2f(.)l.& are in L2(p,) und such that [ g(.)( and [ Dg(=)i, are bounded on B. 
Then 
j- Wf (4, QM) PIW = 1 W(x>l Ax> Pdd4 (21) 
where Lf(x) is the L2(p,) limit as n + co of {(x, P%Df(x)> - tr(PnD2f(x))>. 
P,, is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by the first n elements 
of an orthonornzul basis {ei} of H consisting of elements in B*. (., *> is the B-B* 
pairing. 
Remark. The definition of Lf( ) x as an L2(p,) function is independent 
of the selection of basis (ei}. When D2f (x) is a trace class operator on H, 
Lf (x) = (x, Df (x)) - tr D2f(x) [23]. H owever, we cannot generally expect 
that D2f (x) is of trace class, and so it is important that the first and second 
order differential terms of ((3, P,Df(x)) - tr(P,Dy(x))} be combined before 
passing to the limit as n + co. The existence of the L2(p,) limit relies on the 
following important estimate due to Ramer [26]: 
s 
[tr DF(x) - x * F(x)12 dv,(x) 
R” 
dv,(x) is Gauss measure (27~)+/* exp[-- x 12/2] dx on [w”. (22) holds for all 
I7: 1w” + 58” such that (F(x)/ ELM and 1 DF(x)/~-~ exists for a.e. x and is 
in L2(v,). 
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Although the proposition may be proved for a larger class of functions 
by means of Hermite expansions, we prefer to give a proof which might be 
adapted to higher order forms and to manifolds. We will use the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 15. If f is an H-G function from B to a Hilbert space K satisfyiw 
If (*)IK and I of (.)Iz(H,K) EL~(PA thenfor each h E H 
j. of (4 hp,(d4 = i’ (~9 h)” f (4 p,(d4. (23) 
Remark. The map h -+ h from B * to L2( pl) satisfies J (x, h)2 p,(dx) = 1 h 1 2. 
Consequently this map extends uniquely to a continuous linear map of H* 
(which we identify with H) into L2(p,), assigning to an h the function (x, h)“. 
Proof of Lemma 15. Step 1. Assuming only that 1 f (.)IK ELM, the 
function 
g(h) = I,f (4 p,(h, dx) 
is FrCchet differentiable at the origin of H and g’(O)h = s (x, h)” f (x) p,(d). 
This is proved by Kuo in Proposition 1 of [15]. Kuo assumes also that there 
exist &I and Y such that s If (x)jKpl(h, dx) < II4 for all I h j < Y. This assump- 
tion is unnecessary, however, since it is readily computed that the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative of p,(h, dx) with respect to p,(dx) is in L2(p,) with L2 
norm bounded on bounded subsets of H. 
Step 2. Assuming that If (.)IK, I Of (*)J9(O(H.K) and I D~~(x)~~;Pz(~~~) exist for 
a.e. x and are in L2(p,), we will show that g’(O)h = s Of (x) h p,(dx). For 
1 g(h) - g(O) - j” Of (4 h P&w jR 
= j J’ iY.D + h) - f (4 - of Wd Pdd-4 jK 
zx 
/ j- [s,’ (1 - t> Pf(x + t4h2 d”] PAW II 
by Taylor’s formula 
G 6 (1 - t) I h I2 j- I Pf(x + t419ipecH:&W dt 
= 4 h I> as 1 h 1 ---f 0. 
Step 3. Now assume f satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 15. We approxi- 
mate f in L2(p,) by functions satisfying the assumptions of Step 2. Let 
otf (4 = s f(y) pl-e-2t(e-tx, dy). 
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otf satisfies the hypotheses of Step 2 and, moreover, Do,f --f Df in L2(p,) 
and otf + f in L2(p,) as t L 0 [23]. Letting {tn} + 0, 
j DoJ (x) h PI@) = j (~9 A)- ot,f (x) PI@) 
-1 
j Df (x) h PI&) = j (x, h)” f (x) z’,(dx). I 
Proof of Proposition 14. We apply Lemma 15 to g(x) Df (x)e, for each e, 
in the basis {e,}, obtaining 
s <x3 ed &> Df (9 e&(dx) 
= I DlX4 Df (44 e~plW 
= s P&>4 [Df (441 PIW 
+ j &P?W +31 PdW. 
Then 
I (PmDf 6% P,Dg(x)) P,(dx) 
= I &)[(x, PnDf (x)> - tr PnW(~)l~l(4. 
Letting n + co, we obtain the desired result. 1 
PROPOSITION 16. Let f be a O-form on B such that f EL2(p1) and / Df (.)jH E 
L2( PI). Then for any 1 -form g such that 1 g( .)lx and 1 Dg( *)lm-Y are bounded 
s (Df (x), g(9) P,(dx) 
= I f (wpK% Prig(x)> - w?&w>>1 P&w (24) 
Here P,, must satisfy the conditions in Proposition 14. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 15 to f (x)[g(x)eJ. Since 
D(f WXW> = kC44 Df (x) + f b9P&k~l~ 
we obtain 
I CDf W%l kw~l P&w 
= s f (#<x3 dM4etl - DA4 4 Mu). 
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The L2 limit of the expression in curly brackets is known to exist [23, 261 and 
be independent of the choice of {e,}. [S ee also a similar expression in our earlier 
discussion of the Jacobi theory on B.] Letting n --f co, Proposition 16 follows. 1 
As a consequence of Proposition 14, when f is a zero form with f, / Df(.)lH 
and 1 D2f( .)Ip-Y all in L2(p1) the Laplace-Beltrami operator Of may be defined 
to be Lf. Now such f are known to form a core for the number of particles 
operator N, which extends L and is minus one times the infinitesimal generator 
of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup acting in L2( p,) [23]. N is a non-negative 
self-adjoint operator. Since the completion in L2(p1) of the space of L2 O-forms 
is all of L2(p,), we would naturally identify the self-adjoint version of the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator with N. 
Proposition 16 exhibits the format of the operator 6 “adjoint” to d. That 
is, for l-forms g with j g(.)‘H and j Dd( .) is-Y bounded, we define 
W4 =I li$&<;, pn&)> - W’JW4)~. (25) 
1 
We will now show that we can define Sg locally, and, as a result, that Sg may 
be defined for all l-forms g. Unlike the finite dimensional situation, Sg will 
not usually turn out to be a O-form, but instead will be a measurable, locally 
square-integrable function on B. For any l-form g, (g(.& and 1 Dg(.)lzwy 
are locally bounded since each is B-continuous. Let {on} be any countable 
cover of B by open balls such that for each 0, there is a concentric U’, with 
01, $ U’, and with 1 g( .)iH and / Dg( .)iH-y bounded on COln . For each n we can 
find a O-form yn which is sl on 0, , is ~0 outside B’, and satisfies 0 < yn < 1 
everywhere. Then since p)lLg satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 16 we will 
define Sg = 6(vng) on 0% . We claim that Sg is well-defined and is independent 
of the choice of Len and yn . We need to show that if x E 9, n 0, then 6(qng) = 
Ghd) on 6 n % . It suffices to show that if g satisfies the hypotheses of 
Proposition 16 and if g vanishes on an open set 8, then Sg vanishes a.e. on 0. 
For any y E 0, we can find concentric balls b, , b, centered at y, with b, C b, 
and h2 C 0. Let qDa, be a O-form, vu G 0 on b, , P)~ E 1 outside b, and 0 < P)~ < 1 
everywhere. Then vyg = g and 
= )pJby(4[<xa f’A4> - W&WI - tr f’,d%,W 0 g(4)) 1 
The tensored term is zero since Dy, vanishes outside 0 and g vanishes inside 0. 
By dominated convergence, p)Jx) passes through the limit, and we have Sg = 
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q.$g a.e. Hence Sg vanishes a.e. on b, and since B is separable it follows that 
Sg vanishes a.e. on Co. 
In order to extend the preceding theory to wiemann manifolds, one first 
needs to “lift” Wiener measure to the manifold. The Wiener measures {p,(x, dy)} 
constitute the Markov transition function for the Brownian flow on B. For 
connected separable wiemann manifolds Kuo [14] has constructed a Brownian 
motion b, (defined up to an “explosion time” 0, with some further hypotheses 
on the manifold structure. These extra hypotheses are, roughly, 
(h-i) ?Y is Ck, K > 3. 
(h-ii) The definition of admissibility is strengthened. 
(h-iii) There exists a measurable norm ]lj . j/l on H, stronger than the 
B norm, such that /II . /II2 is H-C2 on the completion of H with respect to 111 . 111 
and whose second H-derivative is a bounded map to the trace class operators 
on H. 
(h-iv) The Riemannian-like structure g is Ck-l, and each local expression 
g, of g relative to an admissible chart (U, ‘p) is of the form g,(h, K) = ( g,h, K) 
for h, k E H where 
$a: p(u) + g(B, B), 
g,(x) - 1 E =JW, B*), 
.3,(x) E p(B; B*), 
g,“(x) E Y3(B; B*), 
and g’, and g: are continuous from p(U) into P2(B; B*) and T3(B; B*) 
respectively. 
The transition probabilities 
Q~(x, u’y) = Prob{b, E dy, t < E I b, = X> 
for t > 0 and x E V serve as distinguished Bore1 measures on #‘” analogous 
to p,(x, dy) on B. 
Kuo [17] defines an H-differentiable measure v on an open subset 0 of B 
to be a finite positive Bore1 measure satisfying 
(i-i) if f is bounded and uniformly continuous with bounded support 
and dist(supp f, B\0) > 0, then vf (x) = Jr, f (x + y) v(dy) is H-differentiable 
at 0, and 
(i-ii) if {fn} converges to zero pointwise and boundedly with un supp fn 
bounded and dist(& supp fn , B\Co) > 0, then lim,,,(D(vfJ(O), h) = 0 for 
all h in H. 
When v is H-differentiable there exists a unique H valued measure Dv 
on p such that D(vf )(0) = -sy f (y) Dv(dy) f or all f satisfying the conditions 
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of (i-i). The logarithmic derivative of V, if it exists, is defined to be the unique 
measurable functionf from 0 into B such that (0(r), h) = Jr (f(x), h)- v(&) 
for r Bore1 in 0 and h E H. The logarithmic derivative of p,(dy) is --x. A finite 
positive Bore1 measure ,u on w is called H-differentiable if for each admissible 
chart (U, F), p 0 y-r is H-differentiable on v(U). Kuo has conjectured that each 
qt(x, dy) is H-differentiable and the restriction to each admissible (U, 9’) has 
locally Lipschitzian logarithmic derivative. Assuming the truth of the con- 
jecture for t = 1 and for some fixed point x0 ~“j;lr, Kuo [17] has constructed 
a diffusion process ot on YY which generalizes the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
on B. The infinitesimal generator -N, (setting p = ql(xO, *)) of this process 
reduces to tr Do - (x, Df(x)) when YY = B, x,, = 0, g = I and f is 
sufficiently smooth. Kuo has also announced in [17] that 
holds for a large set of functionsf and h. Equation (26) is thus the generalization 
to V of formula (21) of Proposition 14. Kuo has not yet announced what 
assumptions are made on the f and h in (26). However, by analogy with the 
known results on a flat manifold, one would optimistically expect that N, 
will turn out to be self-adjoint; that all 0 forms f with f and the tangent and 
double tangent maps associated with f each in LB(p) will be in the domain 
of N, , and that on such f’s the local action of N, will correspond to the action 
of 6d on the principal part off. N, could then be called the self-adjoint extension 
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on O-forms. 
Let us now briefly discuss the open problem of the definition of the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator on higher-dimensional forms. It should correspond to 
Sd + d6, where, unlike the case of O-forms, the dS term will generally be non- 
zero. There still remain technical difficulties to overcome in the extension 
of Proposition 16 to r-forms on B (r > 1). We can, however, predict the 
necessary form of Sg for any r-form g. As before, let P, be the orthogonal 
projection onto the subspace of H spanned by the first n elements of an 
orthonormal basis {ei> of H consisting of elements in B*. In what follows, 
we will often find it convenient to identify an element of 0, H with an r-linear 
functional on H. 
PROPOSITION 17. Let g be any r-form on B such that 1 g( .) 1 8,H and 1 Dg( -)I 8,+1H 
are in L2(p,). Then for each k E grP1 H the sequence 
(27) 
is Cauchy in L2(p,). We denote the limit by &g(x). 
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Proof. P, extends to a projection on B. Let pin be Wiener measure on 
(I - PJB; vrn be Gauss measure on P,B. For x E B, decompose x = x1 + xa 
in P,B @ (I - P,)B. For n > m, 
x %WX1) . Pl”kw. 
Applying Ramer’s estimate (22) to the inner integral, we obtain 
I .!??a - g?n IhPJ 
x r,“&) * P,%w (28) 
G B I fs I&,-IHII &%.H + I Qd41&r+lH1 PdW I (29) 
The integrand of (28) converges pointwise to zero as z, m -+ CO. By (29), we 
may apply a dominated convergence argument to conclude Proposition 17. 1 
For each K, &g(x) EL~(P&. Since Or-r H is separable, we may select a 
countable dense subset {K,} of &-r H such that the sequence (27) converges 
for all k, and for all x in a set of p, measure one. Denoting the limit by “Sg(x)“, 
we see that “Gg(x)” is a Bore1 measurable, @F-r H valued function on B. We 
could apply the localizing argument following Proposition 16 to define “8g(x)” 
as a measurable @!-r H valued function for all r-forms g. We would expect 
that l“Sg”lO,-lH is locally in LQ,), and that if g satisfies the hypotheses of 
Proposition 17 then I“8g” 10IMIH is in L2(p,). The proof of this however, has 
not yet been established. The value of such a proof is seen when we attempt 
to extend Proposition 16 to higher dimensional forms; that is, when we look 
for the form of the operator which should be “adjoint” to d. 
Let g be an r-form on B with Y 3 2. Let f be an r - 1 form on B. Let (e3 
be an orthonormal basis of H consisting of elements in B*. Then 
= <of (4ej y &)h3,7--1~ + <fM W4 e+&-,H . (30) 
If we require that <f (*), g(.)ei)o,-,H and I WfC.1, g(.)ei)~vdlH I are in L’(A), 
we can apply Lemma 15 to the left side of (30), obtaining 
1 Wf (4, g(+h ?+I~ edW 
= s (x, 4<f(4, gWeh .-lR $44. 
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= s [(x, ei)<f(x), g(x)pi:? .-,H - d(x), %(X) eiei>~,-l~l Pddx) 
= s (f(x), &>((x, 44 - D&4 eiei?m7-1H PkW 
Summing i = l,..., n, 
Now I Cl, <Df(++ , g(4ei)Or-lH ; < I D~(x>Io,H I dX)lo,H ; so an assumption 
that each of 1 Df lgrH and j g lo H are in La(pl) ensures, by dominated con- 
vergence, that the left side of (31j is Cauchy, with limit 
j <of (x>, g(x>>o,HPl(dx). 
Hence the right side of (31) is Cauchy. If we could take the limit as n + CO 
inside the integral, then the right side would become 
.r (f(x)> ‘%(4”>0 ,-1H A@+ 
We see that we could pass the limit inside the integral for many g’s if we could 
prove that 
/ gCWn4 - $ D&) etei /@ _ H 
I 1 
is Cauchy in L2( pi). 
Notwithstanding the technical difficulties yet to be overcome, the preceding 
calculations do show that for any r-form g on B, 6g(x) must a.e. be given by 
the pointwise limit 
& [dWd9 - ,$ D&4 vi] . 
It is now easy to write down a formula analogous to (21) for r-forms-that 
is, we can predict the form of &if ( ) f x or r-forms f. Formal calculations of &f(x) 
have, so far, not indicated a “tidy” formula for dS. 
Finally, let us consider possible extensions of formula (26), namely, 
jw <AWf’(x)> Q4  4=s,- NwfW 44 4
to higher dimensional forms. 
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Even when g must satisfy hypothesis (h-iv), g-l still satisfies all of our require- 
ments in Sections 2 and 3 for a Riemannian-like structure. Hence @g-r 
provides a smooth inner product structure on the space of r-forms. For r-forms 
w and $ the left side of (26) might generalize to 
Kuo is optimistic that an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process might be defined on 
r-forms in La(p). If we use N,, to also denote the infinitesimal generator of the 
process on r-forms, then we might reasonably expect one of the following: 
(a) that (26) will generalize to 
or (b) that (26) will generalize to 
Outcome (b) would appear to be preferable, for then N,, would coincide with 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator on certain r-forms. 
We have seen that Kuo’s formula (26) shows considerable promise of leading 
to a self-adjoint extension of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on O-forms, 
consistent with our definition of the exterior derivative arising from the operation 
of H-differentiation. It appears also that future work on extending (26) to 
higher-dimensional forms will be an important step towards development 
of a Laplace-Beltrami operator on r-forms, and towards an infinite-dimensional 
Hodge theory. 
Note added in proof. The existence of a partition of unity for B consisting of H - Cm 
functions g such that D”g(x) E 0: H has been independently established by Lascar [29]. 
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